In the midst of the huge development in processors industry as a response to the increasing demand for high-speed processors manufacturers were able to achieve the goal of producing the required processors, but this industry disappointed hopes, because it faced problems not amenable to solution, such as complexity, hard management and large consumption of energy. These problems forced the manufacturers to stop the focus on increasing the speed of processors and go toward parallel processing to increase performance. This eventually produced multicore processors with high-performance, if used properly. Unfortunately, until now, these processors did not use as it should be used; because of lack support of operating system and software applications. Approach: The approach based on the assumption that single-kernel operating system was not enough to manage multi-core processors to rethink the construction of multi-kernel operating system. One of these kernels serves as the master kernel and the others serve as slave kernels. Results: Theoretically, the proposed model showed that it can do much better than the existing models; because it supported single-threaded processing and multi-threaded processing at the same time, in addition, it can make better use of multi-core processors because it divided the load almost equally between the cores and the kernels which will lead to a significant improvement in the performance of the operating system. Conclusion: Software industry needed to get out of the classical framework to be able to keep pace with hardware development, this objective was achieved by re-thinking building operating systems and software in a new innovative methodologies and methods, where the current theories of operating systems were no longer capable of achieving the aspirations of future.
INTRODUCTION
During the past decades there have been significant developments for the operating systems, began with simple structure and end with large and complex structure, although the design and implementation of operating system, not solvable, but some approaches have proven successfully [1] . As the kernel is the fundamental part of an operating system which implements a set of hardware abstractions that provide a clean interface to the underlying hardware, all developments focused on its design which is vary in three broad categories: Monolithic kernels, Microkernel and Exokernels [2, 3] . Monolithic kernels are a mixture of everything the OS needed: Inter-process Communication (IPC), file systems, memory management, without much of an organization (Fig. 1) . Newer monolithic kernels have a modular design, in which kernel runs in kernel mode and the processes run in user mode on top of the kernel. Such design offers adding and removal of services at run-time. Microkernel design usually provides only minimal services by putting a lot of operating system services such as file systems, device drivers ( Fig. 2) , user interface and protocol stacks in separate processes running on top of the microkernel and can be started or stopped at runtime to makes the kernel smaller and flexible. Exokernel accompanied by library operating systems, which provide application developers with the conventional functionalities of a complete operating system (Fig. 3) . This approach lets user programs override the standard code exported by the system and the kernel and leads to very fast operation but weak safety.
Microkernel design challenge:
The big idea of microkernel is that the kernel can be split up into independent parts called servers, which communicate with each other and applications through Inter-Process Communication (IPC) via message passing. This architecture is actually a client-server; processes (clients) can call operating system services by sending requests through IPC to server processes [4] . But it seems that the reality is slightly different, where the developers of microkernels have not agreed on what services the microkernel should provide, every developer has its own perspective. These different perspectives led to have different versions of microkernels. For example Windows NT allows device drivers to run in kernel mode for reasons of efficiency, while Mach and Chorus microkernels keep the device drivers outside the kernel [5, 6] . Such change in Windows NT led to replace message passing by system call, which means a fundamental change in microkernel architecture, because of this Windows NT considered not a true microkernel.
The main goal of a microkernel system is to keep it small as possible by following the pure microkernel doctrine which holds that all nonessential services should run in the processor's non-privileged mode [7] . To achieve this goal we must determine which services should be contained within the kernel that cannot be placed elsewhere, or that its presence outside the kernel would be costly.
In general the following represent essential but not definitive list of services that should be contained within the microkernel:
• Short-term scheduling 
Microkernel bottlenecks:
Highly effective communications between processes is inevitable and the problem of microkernels performance revolves around the extra work to copy data between servers and application programs and the necessary inter-process communication between processes results in extra context switch operations [8] . QNX microkenel performs all inter-process communication by direct copying to reducing complexity and code size which may cause some extra copying costs, in contrary L4 microkernel improves performance by using registers mechanism if the amount of data being passed is small. Anyway, to avoid the mentioned problems different techniques were used by different microkernels-based operating systems. One of the most popular techniques known as co-location, which based on allowing the operating system to optionally run specific programs inside the kernel in particular servers. Although this technique leads to some complexity in the kernel's scheduler however, it significantly reduces the number of context switches because inter-process communication overhead is reduced to normal system call [9] . Microkernel performance in general, is often poor due to switching between kernel and user mode, switching between address spaces and context switching between threads [10] in addition to complicate implementation that is why most operating systems are using monolithic kernel.
Modern microprocessors architecture:
As a result of the growing demand for more high-speed processors, CPU manufacturers began the competition by increasing parallelism at the instruction level to get more performance out of additional transistors on a chip. This technique eventually led to complex and hard to manage processors, in addition these processors consume large amount of power emitted in the form of high temperature and the problem is become worse the greater the speed of the processor [11] . To resolve this problem, it was necessary to reduce the speed of processors and combine multiple cores on the same chip [12, 13] . Multi-core processors came to solve the deficiencies of single core processors, by decreasing power consumption while increasing bandwidth. In a multi-core configuration, an integrated circuit contains two or more complete computer processors, Fig. 4 represents a generic diagram of multi-core processor. Usually, these identical processors are manufactured so they reside side-by-side on the same die. Each of the physical processor cores has its own resources architectural state, registers and execution units. Processor technology trend follows Moore's Law, which states that the number of transistors per a certain area on the chip will double approximately every 18 months [13] [14] [15] , which is mean that the number of processor cores in one integrated circuit chip will continue to increase and this is also confirmed by processor manufacturers [15] . Multi-core technology requires the development of operating system that capable of dealing with such processors.
Operating systems and software challenge with modern microprocessors architecture: Despite the significant progress in building high-speed processors, new high-speed hardware is not reflected at the same rate on the operating system performance [16] and always bottlenecks were found which prevented using the computer resources to their fullest capacity.
Multi-core processors are built to support parallelism, so, to make use of such processors, operating system must support multithreading and the software must have Simultaneous Multithreading Technology (SMT) [17] written into the application software, otherwise the software will only recognize and run through a single core which leads to significantly decrease the efficiency [18, 19] . Coding for simultaneous multithreading technology it's not trivial at all [20] because of some issues such as interleaving shared data can slow performance and create errors, in addition, it is not easy to write correct multithreaded programs and if we assumed that we were able to write such program we still facing another serious problem is how to parallelize the threads in the program [21] . This problem can be described as follows: If we have a program with two threads one handle heavy computations while the other perform simple computation, such case would not lead to significant speed in execution because the huge part assigned to single core while the other cores will almost sit idle, which will result in application bottleneck [22] . So, getting significant increase in performance needs optimal conditions [23] [24] [25] , which may be difficult to achieve in most cases.
There is another problem lies in that most programs do not support multithreading feature, this means re-designing and re-write these programs which will require time, effort and knowledge which is probably still is not available to many programmers. All of this does not mean reaching a final solution, because the operating systems that support dual-cores do not support the Quad-core and which support Quad-core do not support the Octa-core.
This will lead to rebuild the operating system in case of emergence of new processors that contain more number of cores and this fully applied to the software applications [26, 27] .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Architecture of proposed model:
The proposed model is oriented to multi-core processors and consists of kernels equal to the number of processor cores. The model assumes that kernels divided into two categories:
• One master microkernel and • Many slave microkernels
The master kernel invoked first and it is responsible for creating all aspects of the system, after that, it creates slave-microkernels and assigns each one of them to one and distinct of the processor cores. That is if we have a processor with N cores the master microkernel assigns itself to Core 0 and create N-1 microkernels corresponding to processor's cores. Figure 5 shows the relationship between microkernels and processor cores.
Master microkernel responsible for the management of the system, that is, it is the only one capable of dealing with all resources of system and directly communicates with servers and in addition it guarantees the communication between salve microkernels with each other and with servers (Fig. 6) , while the job of slave microkernels is limited to the execution of user's programs and it can manage and directly access its processor core and its caches(L1 and L2), the other system's resources it can access only through master microkernel.
The proposed model assumes that each processor's core support hyper threading technology [28, 29] and has large enough L1 and L2 caches. The first characteristic will enable user programs that support multithreading to make use of hyper threading technology resulting in good responsiveness and performance, but if user program doesn't support multithreading it will run as a single threaded process on single core, while the other cores simultaneously executing other user programs, here we can notice the deference between this model and other models when running single threaded process on multi-core processor, the process will be assigned to one core and the other cores will set idle. The second characteristic will give us the ability to load master, slave microkernels and nearly all user programs completely into their caches to reduce the need for the main memory RAM, which will significantly increase and enhance the performance [30] and one can imagine the difference between cache speed and RAM speed.
Getting cache with large size is an achievable target; because caches chips tend to get larger with each new generation of processors as transistors become smaller which means there will be more area on the die for additional cache [14, 15, 31] .
Description of the proposed model mechanism:
We can describe model's mechanism through the following different cases; assume we have a processor with four cores:
Case 1: Four processes arrived, respectively, to the master microkernel P 1 , P 2 , P 3 and P 4 . After the completion of P 3 , arrived P 5 .
In this case, master microkernel organizer find idle cores and maintains information about each process such as its ID and on which kernel-core running for future use when necessary, then respectively assigns processes to the cores. Accordingly, it will assign P 1 to core1, P 2 to core2, P 3 to core4, since there are no more idle cores and all cores nearly with the same load it starts counting from the beginning and assign P 4 to core1. After a specific time P 3 finished execution, immediately arrived P 5 , in this case master microkernel will assign it to core4; because it is the only idle core at the current time.
Case 2: P 1 needs to communicate with P 4 : In this case, as both P 1 and P 4 are running in the same microkernel, this means that slave microkernel1 will establish the communication link between the two processes without interference from master microkernel Case 3: P 1 needs to communicate with P 2 : P 1 and P 4 are running in different microkernel, in this case, slave microkernel1 sends a request to master microkernel that it needs to communicate with process P 2 as follows:
Link (P 1 @microkernel1, P 4 @masterkernel)
As each process has a unique ID the master microkernel directly locate where P 4 is now running and send request to its microkernel, after that master microkernel establish the communicating link and works as intermediate between the two slave microkernels.
Case 4: P 1 needs file systems service: In this case:
• P 1 sends the request to the master microkernel send (P 1 @microkernel1, File system service) • Master microkernel sends the request to file system service • File system service performs the request and return the result to the master microkernel • Master microkernel sends back the result to send (P 1 @microkernel1, result) • In this model, the master microkernel is responsible for all of the following: • Assigning processes to one of idle or low-load kernels
RESULTS
To evaluate the proposed model in term of performance, let's assume a group of scheduled processes as in Table 1 and a multi-core processor with 4 cores.
For simplicity we will use simple round robin algorithm with quantum time (Q) 20 and it should be mentioned here that the selection of the algorithm does not play an important role, because the evaluation focuses on the throughput of the system in term of its organization and inter-process communication not on the algorithm itself.
For the purpose of performing some calculation to compare multi microkernel model with classical singlekernel model, assume the following variables:
Lost time for each core LST i : this time considered when core i idle while other cores busy with a specific process.
Total lost time is TLT: which is representing the ration of idle states to the busy states during all rounds. By applying the algorithm with appropriate parameters for a single-kernel operating systems we will get the result as shown in Fig. 7 .
Using formula 1 and 2, to get the value for TL i and TLT: The obtained results show that core1 is busy all the time while core2 and core3 busy only one third of the time, which means bad distribution of loads between cores, leading to loss of time due to poor exploitation of microprocessor's cores. Figure 8 represents utilization ratio for each core. Now we will use the same data for the proposed model (multi microkernel model), this will give us the results shown in Fig. 9 . The obtained results show that core1 is busy all the time while core2 and core3 busy almost two-thirds of the time, which means that the new proposed model is better in term of distribution of loads between cores, leading to minimize loss of time due to good exploitation of microprocessor's cores. Figure 10 represents utilization ratio for each core.
In addition TLT for single-microkernel is almost twice the time of multi microkernel:
TLT single-microkernel = 0.48 TLT multi microkernel =0.22 This means that we can save twice or may be more than twice the time using the new proposed model, leading to high performance due to good utilization of microprocessor cores.
DISCUSSION
The proposed model based on multikernel approach shows through the obtained results that the performance of multi-microkernel-based operating system is much better than single-microkernel-based operating system.
By making the master microkernel only responsible for the fundamental services in the system running on a separate core with large caches this will lead to eliminate all classical problems related to microkernel-based operating systems such as bottleneck, switching between user and kernel mode. On the other hand, assigning the task of executing user programs to the slave microkernels, by dividing the total number of process as subsets between the slave microkernels this will enhance the performance, increase the throughput and decrease turnaround time, waiting time and response time of the system.
Creating a number of slave microkernels depending on the number of processor cores make the operating system independent of the microprocessor architecture which gives it the ability to behave dynamically, which is mean that the operating system can deal with processors with any number of cores without the need for rebuilding it.
CONCLUSION
In this study, new model for operating system presented to solve the bottlenecks problem and operating systems and software challenge with modern microprocessors architecture of classical singlemicrokernel-based operating system, the proposed model shows high performance compared with the classical model, because of its dynamic nature and independency of microprocessor architecture, in addition to its ability to adapt with both multithreaded and single threaded process.
